# Visions of the Body

## Prologue: Deformed Bodies for Fashion

### Foreword

**Message**
Yoshikata Tsukamoto  

**Introduction**
Shinji Kohmoto

**Visions of the Body - Body Image and Fashion in the 20th Century**
Akiko Fukai  

**Visions of the Body**
Moriaki Watanabe

**How to Make a Change Clothes of Your “Virtual Bodies” a Possible Reading of David Lynch’s “The Lost Highway”**
Toru Endo

## Chapter 1: Natural Bodies and Fashion in the 20th Century

- **Released Bodies - Freedom of Fashion**
- **Visions of Forms**
- **RePresentation of Bodies: Inner Goes Outer**
- **Skin and Clothing**

## Chapter 2: Alternative Bodies and Alternative of Fashion

- **Restless Life, Bodies - Fashion in the 1990s**
- **Transformation of Bodies and Fashion**
- **Fashion Saves Our Bodies? or Virtual Bodies**
- **Images of New Femininity**
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